
A Feasability Study

Affordable
Micro-Creamery
May help manage on Farm Risks
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Connect with your regulatory
agency.  NY Ag and Markets must
be involved in the design process.
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Develop marketing strategy. 
 Social media chatter will help
get customers excited about
your product

Consumer interest. You can't create a
product to sell if you don't have
people interested in buying

Tour dairy processors in the surrounding areas.
This is the best way to learn about creamery
structure equipment needs.

Equipment Decisions. What will
you make, where will you sell,
what regulations does your
state have for diary processing



Size: you can only grow as

large as the structure will

allow.  2-100 gallon

pasturizers is about max

Building Site Needs: Water

source, septic, electricty 

Cost: Base cost for shipping

container structure

($40,000-$55,000)

equipment (what is the

product being made and

size)

Pre-fab
Creamery

Size: Build to site. Easier to

expand.

Building Site Needs:

structure built to state

specs, water source, septic,

electricity

Cost: Variable.  

 refurbishing an existing

structure

(garage/barn)may be more

affordable

BuildRegulations

can impact

cost of

project

(especially

in NYS)

 

Cost is also

dependent

on

equipment/

product

being made

 

 



MICRO-DAIRY DESIGNS DON'S DAIRY SUPPLY

Equipment only.  Must build

structure to suit. 

Knowledgable staff.  Answer

questions timely and willing to

work with producer to

troubleshoot

Cooling requirements limited.  

Deep freeze chillers are used

Affordable.  Equipment

size varies based on

project.

Knowledge Staff who work in multiple

states and understand the regulations

and know how to work within them

Equipment comes with structure. 

 Structure is built to producer

recommendations

Structure can be modified based on

product being made

Works with multiple compaines to piece

together equipment needed for project.

Some people use Micro-Dairy Designs

eqiupment in a Don's Dairy Supply

Shipping Container

MICRO-DAIRY

COMPARISON

SHEET

These  comparisons  are  based  on  data  from  2021.   Price,

regulations,  building  supplies  may  change.

Great for a small scale 15-80

gallon pastruizer

All Equipment is ran off of

electric power

Great for small scale to mid scale 15

gallon- 200 gallon pastruizer/s



MICRO-DAIRY DESIGNS-VAT PASTRUIZER

COST

COMPARISON

These  comparisons  are  based  on  data  from  2021.   Price,

regulations,  building  supplies  may  change.   This  Project

focus

MicroDairy Processing System basic pricing is as follows:

4 Gallon Table Top Pasteurizer (Includes Chart Recorder and Digital Indicating Thermometers) – $4,900

Table Top Add-On Kit (Adds 2 additional vats to the Table Top System for processing consecutive batches more quickly) – $2,500

15 Gallon Vat (can be used as a legal pasteurizer, cheese vat, yogurt vat or "bulk" tank) (includes heater, airspace heater and agitator) - $6000

30 Gallon Vat (can be used a legal pasteurizer, cheese vat, yogurt vat or "bulk" tank) (includes heater, airspace heater and agitator) - $9000

45 Gallon Vat (can be used a legal pasteurizer, cheese vat, yogurt vat or "bulk" tank) (includes heater, airspace heater and agitator) - $12,000

60 Gallon Vat (can be used a legal pasteurizer, cheese vat, yogurt vat or "bulk" tank) (includes heater, airspace heater and agitator) - $14,000

99 Gallon Vat (can be used a legal pasteurizer, cheese vat, yogurt vat or "bulk" tank) (includes heater, airspace heater and agitator) - $16,000

Digital Indicating Thermometers with Chart Recorder for 15, 30 and 45 gallon vats - $3000

Digital Indicating Thermometers with Chart Recorder and Tilt Control for 99 Gallon Vat - $3600

Sanitary Tube Pump (used to pump product in/out of vat, circulate chilling fluid, fill cups or bottles) - $2000

Ecoflex Bottle and Cup Filler/Capper/Sealer - $1500

Deep Freeze Type Chiller - $2000

Medium Capacity Chiller (3/4 HP -160 Gallon Tank) - Space Saving Vertical configuration - $5500

Medium Capacity Chiller (3/4 HP -160 Gallon Tank) - Horizontal configuration - $6500

Large Capacity Chiller (3HP - 300 Gallon Tank) for many 99 Gallon Systems - $8000

 

For example, a basic system including a 15 gallon legal pasteurizer, digital indicating thermometers, chart recorder and a sanitary tube pump costs $11,000.

A complete system including a 15 gallon legal pasteurizer, digital indicating thermometers, chart recorder, sanitary tube pump, chiller and bottle and cup

Filler/capper/sealer costs $14,500.

Pricing does not include structure



DON'S DAIRY SUPPLY-VAT PASTRUIZER

COST

COMPARISON

These  comparisons  are  based  on  data  from  2021.   Price,

regulations,  building  supplies  may  change.   This  Project

focus



DON'S DAIRY SUPPLY-VAT PASTRUIZER

COST

COMPARISON

These  comparisons  are  based  on  data  from  2021.   Price,

regulations,  building  supplies  may  change.   This  Project

focus



DON'S DAIRY SUPPLY-VAT PASTRUIZER

COST

COMPARISON

These  comparisons  are  based  on  data  from  2021.   Price,

regulations,  building  supplies  may  change.   This  Project

focus

Total cost $55,000-$150,000
*Cost Varies based on product being made, size of equipment, size of

container



"This material is based upon work supported by the National Institute of Food and

Agriculture, U.S. Department of Agriculture, through the Northeast Sustainable Agriculture

Research and Education program under sub award number FNE21-971


